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The initial orientation has split into two equally strong symmetric orientations:
(112)[11i] and (112)[iil]. Areas of identical orientation were band shaped and were
called deformation bands. Up to 60% reduction, deformation occurs by slip on one
plane (one from two possible) in two directions. This leads to the appearance of
deformation bands with transition bands between them. Due to such deformation the
initial orientation rotates around transverse direction towards the end-orientation
(112}(111). Due to rotation of the crystallographic lattice with deformation, the
Taylor factor M changes as well, and it causes the activation of two not coplanar slip
systems which stabilize the end-orientations 112} (111). Such a sequence of the slip
systems activation was concluded from the agreement of the calculated and
experimental pole figures. The electron microscopy investigations showed that first
shear bands formed due to the activation of these new slip systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently much attention has been paid to the problems concerning
the development of microstructure and texture during high strains.
From the investigations carried out on polycrystal materials it has
been concluded that the dislocation microstructure is determined
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by many factors which include: type of the crystallographic lattice,
stacking fault energy, initial grain size, method of deformation,
magnitude and temperature of deformation and strain rate
(Hatherly, 1982). It was also found that the grain orientation affects
the dislocation microstructure (Dymek et al. 1985). It is well known
that description of the microstructure and texture development
during deformation in polycrystalline materials is far from being
satisfactory because of the uncertainty concerning the stress field at
any given point in the material. To avoid these difficulties single
crystals have been examined (Bauer et al. 1977, Mori et al. 1981,
Malin et al. 1981). Among the numerous investigation of single
crystals only few attempts have been made to study the relationship
between microstructure and texture development during rolling.
The aim of the present investigation is to establish a relationship

between the microstructure and texture development in copper
single crystals with metastable orientation (001)[110].

Material and specimen preparation

The material used was copper single crystals with the orientation
(001)[110]. Bars of the size 8 x 30 x 100mm were rolled in both
direction by reversing end to end between passes. According to
Bauer et al. (1977) and Asbeck et al. (1978) the l/h coefficient
characterizing the geometry of the rolling gap was kept between 1.1
and 3 during each pass (l is the projected length of contact between
the roll and the material; h is the mean thickness of the sample).
The cumulative rolling reductions were 40%, 60%, 80%, 90% and
95%. Optical and electron metallography was performed for all
rolling reductions on the longitudinal specimens in the central parts
of the rolled bar. Specimens whose thicknesses were less than 3 mm
were electroplated with copper. The metallographic specimens were
electrolytically polished and etched in a solution of 33% HNO3 and
67% CH3OH. The texture was evaluated by the Schulz back-
reflection technique. The {111} pole figures were obtained for the
centre layer of the specimens parallel to the rolling plane. Using the
computer model RC (Latas et al. 1987) the theoretical {111} pole
figures were calculated. From a comparison of calculated and
experimental pole figures one can draw conclusions about slip
systems acting during deformation.
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Results and discussion

The texture development in the examined copper single crystals is
very similar to that reported by Bauer et al. (1977) for copper single
crystals with the same orientation. As was expected, in the centre
layer of the crystal the initial orientation was not stable on
deformation by rolling. The original crystal orientation split into
two e_q_ually strong symmetric end orientations (112)[111] and
(112)[111] (Figure 1). This splitting represents a +35 rotation of
the initial orientation into opposite directions around (transverse
direction) TD.
The optical micrograph shown in Figure 2 represents the micro-

structure after 95% reduction but it is characteristic for all
examined deformations. The splitting of the specimen was visible
after 40% deformation. The striations represent traces of the (111}
planes. The mean angles between the {111} plane traces and the
rolling direction (RD) were +20, +25, -t-30, +35 for deforma-
tions 40%, 60%, 80% and 90% respectively. They correspond to
the same degrees of rotation of the initial orientation on the pole
figures.
The {111} planes revealed by etching on the metallographic

specimens are not the active slip planes but they correspond to
plane traces referred to slip systems 5 and 6 (Figure 3). This is in
agreement with a paper of Kohlhoff et al. (1981).

Electron microscopy investigations show that deformation bands
were built with dislocation bands (dislocation rich layers) parallel to
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Figure 2 Microstructure after 95% deformation. Optical micrograph. The centre
layers of the specimen. The longer edge is parallel to the rolling direction.
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Figure 3 Slip systems operating in the (001)[110] crystal.
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the active slip planes. These dislocation bands were 0.1-1 #m
thick after 40% reduction and with increasing strain the bands got
thinner and thinner and they reached a thickness of 0.08-0.45 #m
after 95% deformation. In the adjacent deformation bands the
angles between the dislocation bands change from 70 after 40%
reduction to 40 after 80% reduction. Such a change of angles
between dislocation bands with deformation is proof that they are
parallel to the slip planes in systems 1, 2 and 3, 4. The thickness of
the transition bands decrease with deformation. After 40% reduc-
tion they were 1-4 #m wide (Figure 4). After 80% reduction the
transition bands degenerate sometimes into a boundary with a
sudden orientation change (Figure 5). The microstructure of the

Figure 4 Transition bands (marked by arrows) built up with interpenetrating
dislocation rich layers; 40% deformation.
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Figure $ The narrow transition band (marked by arrows) similar to a grain
boundary; 80% deformation.

observed transition bands is very similar to that observed by
Wilbrandt and Haasen (1980) in copper single cyrstals deformed by
tension, by Baker and Martin (1983) in rolled copper single crystals
and by Dymek and Blicharski (1984) in ferritic stainless steels.

First microbands (Figure 6) appear after 60% reduction. They
were approx. 0.1 #m thick. The observed microbands were parallel
to the {111} planes and were inclined at an angle of--30 to the
RD. The density of the microbands increased with increasing strain
and after 80% reduction microband dusters are observed which, in

Figure 6 Microband in a specimen deformed 60%.
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b
Figure 7 Shear bands: a) optical micrograph (phase contrast); 95% deformation,
b) electron micrograph, 80% deformation.
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this case, form shear bands. The average angle between the shear
bands and the RD was approx. +30 but independently of the
magnitude of deformation, the greatest value of that angle was
approximately 35 and was very near to the angle between traces of
slip planes from systems 5 and 6 and RD. The smallest value of
angle decreased with deformation from 25 after 80% to 10 after
95% reduction. The observed shear bands were usually 2-3 #m
thick. A characteristic feature was that shear bands were observed
only in regions with the end orientation {211}(111) (Figure 7).

RD

Figure 8 Experimental and calculated textures of a crystal with initial orientation
(001)[110].
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The crystallographic relationships and results obtained suggest
the following pattern of structure development. Up to 60% reduc-
tion, deformation occurs alternatively by slip in systems 1 and 2 or 3
and 4 (Figure 3) (only one slip plane with two slip directions is
active). Such a deformation mode leads to the appearance of
deformation bands with transition bands between them. Due to
such deformation, the initial orientation rotates around TD toward
the end orientations (112)[11i] and (ll2)[iil]. The strong spread of
orientation by rotation around TD visible on pole figures after 40%
and 60% reduction (Figure 8) is due to the distribution of the
orientation of deformation bands in addition to changes of the
orientation in initially wide transition bands. It seems that the
volume fraction of the transition bands decreases with increasing
deformation because their thickness decreases. Simultaneously,
more and more deformation bands attain the end orientation
{211}(111). This can be seen on the pole figure (Figure 8) where
the end orientation becomes sharper with increasing strain. Due to
the rotation of the crystallographic lattice with deformation, the
Taylor factor M changes as well and it causes the activation of two
new not coplanar slip systems (5 and 6 or 5’ and 6’) which stabilize
the end-orientation {211)(111). Activation of new noncoplanar slip
systems leads to microband and shear band formation. Both
microbands and shear bands are initially parallel to the traces of the
active slip systems and then their inclination to the RD decreases
due to their rotation with deformation. Further increase of defor-
mation makes the volume fraction of shear bands also increase.
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